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Social robots?
HRI without social robots?



Social robots?
HRI without social robots?

From paper:
- Socially evocative
- Social interface
- Socially receptitive
- Sociable

- Socially situated
- Socially embedded
- Socially intelligent

Discussion:
Your actions affect and take into account the actions of the others.
Need ToM.
Most current social robots are not socially intelligent.
It seems like the ideas discussed in the paper generalize to social 
agents.



Required Perceptions / Actions of Social Robots

Perceptions
- Recognize agency or other 

agents
- Social cues, signals, emotions
- Actions and their outcomes of 

the other agent

Actions
- Execute required task
- Legible communication (verbal, 

non-verbal) of information and 
STATE or reasoning process

(illusion of consciousness 
communicated through actions , lying 
is a powerful one)

Cognitive
- Estimation of latent variables + 

appraisal
- Prediction of other’s actions and 

outcome of own actions on 
other’s state

- Social motivations and goals
- Multi-agent planning with social 

constraints
- ToM capabilities (possibly > 1st 

order)

SOCIAL REALITY



Affective computing
What is a robot emotion?

- Internal state that influences decision-making, learning, perception, …
- A control on a model
- Synthetic emotions don’t necessarily have to match human labels (e.g., pos, 

neg)
- Two components: cognitive and physiological
- Appraisal
- Feelings?



What about ethics?

- Social motivations and goals

- Sociality is placed in a body that 
is artificial and raises 
expectations, artificiality may be 
a problem.

- Depends on the population
- User models requires data 
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Who is bringing the 
refreshment next week?


